Let f be a bounded symmetric domain in the complex vector space C', o E f/, with BergmanSilov boundary b, F the group of holomorphic automorphisms of f and 1"0 its isotropy group. It is known that [2 is circular and star-shaped with respect to o and b is circular. The group F0 is transitive on b and b has a unique normalized F0-invariant measure a with a(b)= 1. Hua [2] constructed by group representation theory a system {eke,} of homogeneous polynomials, k 0, 1, v 1, ink, mk= (n+kk-1), complete and orthogonal on f and orthonormal on b.
By H(f) we denote the class of all holomorphic functions on [2. Every f H(f) has a series 
It is known that f[t], f{a] E H([2) and f(r)
(1 p)#-lf[#](rp)dp.
(1)
Let f E H(f). 
